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Moor
good fun
Jo Vaughan takes us on another spectacular
ramble from the Club’s Brown Moor site

THOSE OF you who cut out these
walks and put them in a folder for
future use will notice that this is

the third walk I’ve featured from Brown
Moor Caravan Club Site.

But I’m not apologising. This is the most
perfect base for walkers as well as those
who like to go out for an evening meal or
drink. But we’re heading away from the
nearby market town of Hawes towards
Hardraw Force waterfall – a privately-
owned natural splendour that costs £2 to
see. Access is via The Green Dragon Inn,
and dogs are welcome to join you.

2Cross the road bridge and continue
ahead until, just after a left bend in

the road and before the hill, you see a
public footpath sign on the left, next to a
double wooden gate. Follow the sign’s
direction through this gate (signposted
‘Footpath – Hardraw ¾’). 

3Keep slightly right to the far corner of
the field (to the left of a row of trees).

Go through the wooden gate (or over the
ladder stile) and continue ahead, following
the line of the small cliff face on your right
and then a stone wall. 

Once you’ve seen the waterfall, the
walk continues back up the hill and across
some beautiful countryside before
returning to the site. The route is only 
3.3 miles long, but you do have to pass 
over 24 stiles so it may take a little longer
and slightly more effort than you think!

DIRECTIONS

1Walk down the campsite’s main
driveway, past the speed bumps, and

continue to the T-junction at the end of the
road. Turn right (there’s no pavement so
stick close to the verge). 
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4Turn right at a yellow arrow on a basic
fencepost with red tops, go through

the wooden gate and then continue,
veering slightly left, to diagonally cross the
field (to the right of an electricity pylon)
through a gap in the stone wall ahead.

5Having gone through the gap,
continue ahead following the

flagstone path to the next gate. Follow
this path through two more gates and
their stiles, one ordinary gate and then
two kissing gates. Walk to the road. 

6You are now facing The Green
Dragon which gives access to

Hardraw Force waterfall. Enter the pub
and follow the directions out of it,
walking along the path past the Heritage
Centre. Go through the double wooden
gates, past the picnic tables and then past
the metal bollards. Stride up the gravel
trail ahead to explore the waterfall. 

7You must return to the pub before
continuing the walk. Go out of the

door and then turn left, but almost
immediately turn left again following a
yellow arrow on a stone wall (signposted
‘Footpath – Simonstone 1⁄3 mile’).
Continue ahead through the two narrow
wooden gates and follow the flagstones.
Go through the third wooden gate and
walk up the hill, following the
brick/flagstone-based footpath.

8Having climbed some steps, cross the
stile and continue up some more steps.

Follow the public footpath arrow over a
stone stile (with a gate) on your right, past
the farmhouse and a small outbuilding.
Follow the yellow arrow directly across the
next field towards the impressive old
manor house (signposted ‘Simonstone and
Sedbusk’). Go through another stone stile
(again with a gate) and continue along the
left edge of the field. 

9At the end, next to a ‘Simonstone Hall
Country House Hotel’ sign, go over

another stone stile with gates. Turn right
down its entrance road. At the road, turn
left and then immediately right over a
stone stile with a gate (signposted

INFORMATION
Club site: Brown Moor Caravan Club Site, Burnt Acres Road,
Hawes, North Yorkshire DL8 3PS. Open 18 March to 2 January.
Call 01969 667338 or see caravanclub.co.uk/searchandbook.
Distance: 3.3 miles/5.3km
Terrain: mostly good paths with a small amount of lane walking
Number of stiles: 24
Essential equipment: Ordnance Survey
Explorer OL30 map – Yorkshire Dales,
Northern and Central Areas (1:25,000)
Level of difficulty: easy with a couple of
sharp inclines
Refreshments:The Green Dragon Inn,
Simonstone Hall Country House Hotel
Toilets:The Green Dragon Inn

‘Sedbusk ½’), following the gravel farm
track. Go over a ladder stile beside some
farm buildings and continue ahead to
another ladder stile, which you also cross.

10Go straight across the next two
fields. Keep ahead as you go over

two more stone stiles (with gates) and
then through a third to the right of a
stone barn. Then go over a fourth to the
right of a stone wall beside a house. Keep
ahead through another six such stiles
(and gates where appropriate) – we’re
now following the flagstones again and
the occasional yellow arrows. 

11Veer right diagonally across the field
to another fence stile (just in front of

a road). Cross this and then turn right up
the road before almost immediately
turning left following a public footpath
sign. Go through this next ladder stile
(gated) down the hill, following the slightly
rocky path. Continue to the right of a stone

barn and then over another step stile. 
Go ahead to another stile and cross this. 

12Continue, heading for the right
side of a line of trees, towards the

village in the distance. Go through the
next gate and down the steps, cross the
road, and then follow the signpost
opposite marked ‘Haylands Bridge ½’.
Diagonally cross the field, still heading for
the village. Go across another ladder stile
and then keep ahead to cross a stone
bridge. Return to the road via a gate ladder
stile in the stone wall on your right. Turn
left along the road, re-cross the bridge and
then turn left back into the campsite.
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CENTRE ACTIVITIES
Extend your stay in Hawes by finding out whether a Centre
rally is taking place in the area. To search, log onto
caravanclub.co.uk/rallies.
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